Left alternative loops are loops satisfying
INTRODUCTION
A groupoid 
Every C-loop and Moufang loop is left alternative loop [4] . In this paper, we construct left alternative loops of order 8 belongs to an infinite family of non-associative non-commutative left alternative loops constructed here for the first time.
CONSTRUCTION OF LEFT ALTERNATIVE LOOP

Let
G be a multiplicative group with neutral element 1 , and A an abelian group written additively with neutral element 0 [5] [6] [7] . Any map
 is a factor set, we can
The resulting groupoid is clearly a loop with neutral element 
We construct left alternative loop with the help of two groups such that one is multiplicative group and other is additive abelian group [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Lemma 1. Let
A G G   :  be a factor set. Then ) , , (  A G
is a left alternative loop if and only if
Proof. By definition the loop
is left alternative loop if and only if
comparing both sides we get
Hence the result follows. We call a factor set satisfying (1) 
is a left alternative loop, we verify Equation (1) as follows.
case 1 There is nothing to prove when
is non-flexible and hence non-associative.
Commutativity:
Now it remains to show that 
Similarly, we can show that
Which is the required result. We verified the above example with the help of GAP (Group Algorithm Program) package [12] 
